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PDFs uploaded to the ProQuest site after this date cannot be guaranteed to be reviewed and accepted in time
for May graduation. The Library has created a very informative series of short videos about the choices you
must make on the ProQuest site. Instead, educational systems in the said continent treat the doctoral thesis as a
more elaborate paper writing. Universities often include a thesis in every course as one of the final
requirements to earn a particular graduate or postgraduate degree. While a dissertation is for those who want
to obtain a doctorate degree. Similarities The very reason why thesis and dissertation are treated the same is
that these two are both extensive papers. But overall, you need to go into this defense thinking that your
presentation will be successful, otherwise you are already setting yourself up for failure with the wrong
mindset. This is to prepare themselves for a more extensive dissertation requirement as doctorate students. A
thesis is focused on obtaining technical expertise. So you should expect that your committee will always be
able to find a gap in your study to fill in the future related researches. You have to study and practice how to
effectively deliver your presentation. With regards to structure, both papers are very similar with few
differences. It helps the students to grow out of their shell from their respective discipline and give them the
opportunity to present all their findings of their study. In fact, they are there to help you polish your study.
Both of these papers are extensive. If it is not, your thesis will not be approved and you will not be eligible to
graduate in that month. These edits MUST be completed and the thesis accepted by the Graduate School by
the following dates for each graduation month. In Europe, a dissertation is only a broader research study from
a post-graduate program and not the making of original research. Purpose But above all, the most significant
difference between the two papers is the purpose for which it is written. Today we will dispel three common
thesis defense myths that will help you be more confident in your presentation. PDFs uploaded after this date
cannot be guaranteed to be reviewed and accepted in time for December graduation. Thesis and Dissertation
Distinguished A thesis or dissertation is usually required to complete a particular graduate degree. You should
also consult the Guidelines for Dissertation, Doctoral Project and Thesis Writers before beginning your thesis.
Thesis Defense Overview A thesis defense is composed of two parts â€” a thesis and a defense. That being
said, you have to study each part of your thesis, every detail, and even your sources. You need to: Restate your
research questions Show how your results answer these questions Show what contribution you have made
State any limitations to the work you have done Suggest future research. It should cover the following: An
overall description of the data that you collected during your research The results of the analysis that you have
done on that data What were the most significant findings from your data 6 â€” Discussion Highlight here the
meaning of the findings in relation to your discipline program and the research that you have done: What are
the major findings and what do they mean with regard to your research How do these findings relate to what
others have found in the past How can you explain any unusual or surprising result 7 â€” Conclusions You
have to end your presentation with a conclusion summarizing all that you have found within your research.
Three Most Common Thesis Defense Myths If your upcoming defense gives you pressure and uneasiness, it
could be cause you are not sure what to expect. All above steps must be completed and your thesis approved
by the Graduate School by close of business on May 1,  Remember that positive thoughts attract positive
results. What were the objectives of your research? On the other hand, a defense is the presentation of the
pieces of evidence to support and prove your research. Going in with this perspective makes standing before
them a nerve-wracking experience.


